
Machine and systems vendor in Baden
vests its trust in Industrie Informatik:
scheduling board manages their daily business.

MES software cronetwork  
at Kronen GmbH
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“Our order network was the prime mover regarding this topic. 
The network involves the structure of machines with someti-
mes over 500 parts that we purchase. Here we finally needed a 
better overview.” In other words, Kronen had encountered the 
planning capacity limits of their ERP system. 

Before the introduction of cronetwork, production manage-
ment was supported only by SAP functions for creating pro-
duction orders and the inventory information in the ERP. High-
ly complex machines could be correctly planned and realized 
only with utmost concentration and commitment on the part 
of production management staff. Even the slightest schedu-
ling or management error triggered adaptive activities and 
hectic in production along with unwanted commitment of ca-
pital due to high WIP and inventory. The lack of real-time pro-
duction feedback additionally complicated this effect. PP ma-
nager Ell addresses an SAP bottleneck: “The planning module 
gave us 15 percent coverage regarding the actual issues in our 
production planning. Over 80 percent of SAP involves strategic 
considerations and central planning.” However, Kronen works 
on a customer-order basis, so it does not make sense to extend 
the planning horizon more than two to three months. “We 
need to be able to reflect the next six weeks precisely,” says 
PP manager Ell. “However, what is decisive in our production is 
that not only the human and machine capacity factors but also 
available capacity of resources, of material being processed, 
are of utmost importance.“ The issue of materials is neglected 
in SAP planning, he notes. In addition to the limits of the ERP 
system and the lack of overview of capacity and resource re-
quirements, Kronen’s desire to have integrated time & atten-
dance (T&A) and their new PDC hardware led the company to 
implement a consistent MES solution. Robert Lankhart, CFO 
for controlling, finances and personnel, explains the situation: 
“We wanted our planning in a closed system instead of having 
Purchasing manually check the extensive list of missing parts 
from SAP – of which some 70% had already been ordered.”

IntegRatabIlIty wIth SaP PRoveS decISIve 
CFO Lankhart explains: “We needed a multi-level overall sys-
tem that covers business administration reporting and produc-
tion planning levels of our company as well as the actual pro-
duction level. In particular, an MES must serve to continuously 
control the implementation of applicable scheduling and to 
deliver feedback from the process.” 

whether you are enjoying a burger at a location of one of the 
two large American fast-Food chains or flying with a national 
or international airline that serves meals above the clouds, 
you are unlikely to think about the city of Kehl across the Rhi-
ne from Strasbourg in southwest germany’s baden region. 
yet in each case, when foods need to be cut, washed, dried, 
peeled, separated or packaged, machines by Kronen are at 

work. to ensure 
quality, on-time 
delivery, customer 
satisfaction, in-
novation and the 
company’s leading 
market position 
in vegetable and 

salad processing, Kronen decided to complement their eRP 
system SAP R/3 (with financial accounting and materials ma-
nagement) by acquiring the MeS solution cronetwork with its 
module scheduling board aPS (advanced planning and sche-
duling) by Industrie Informatik.

challengeS of oRdeR netwoRKS 
Kronen, a global producer of machines and systems for indus-
trial food processing for the catering, gourmet, fresh-cut and 
food industry, with 85 offices worldwide, has been developing 
and producing machines since the end of the 1980s. These in-
cludes cutting machines, stamping machines, machines for 
processing cabbage, peeling machines, washing machines with 
vibration or band discharge, centrifuges and drying systems. 
Likewise Kronen provides complete processing lines for salads, 
vegetables, fruit and potatoes. More than 80 Kronen emplo-
yees service 3800 customers worldwide. Kronen sales last year 
were 12.3 million euro with 28,000 articles and 540 suppliers.

As a classical custom to-order producer, for Kronen the challen-
ge is not so much the number of orders but instead the order 
network behind each machine to be manufactured. Andreas 
Ell, manager of production planning (PP) at Kronen, explains: 

KRonen
Scheduling board manages 
our daily business.

„We know of no competitor that 
has evolved the integration with 
SAP to such an extent.“
Robert Lankhart, CFO for controlling, finances 
and personnel, Kronen GmbH

1 cronetwork plant data collection in operation at Kronen 
2 Over 80 employees in Kehl

3 CFO Robert Lankhart promoted the acquisition of MES 
cronetwork as a multi-layer overall system 

4 PP manager Andreas Ell explains the APS scheduling board
5 The washing machine GEWA3800V PLUS is specially 

designed for washing and sorting of sliced   peppers
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Products:  machines and systems for catering, gourmet, 
 fresh-cut and food industries 

employees:  80

cronetwork modules:  scheduling board, aPS, plant data collection, 
 time & attendance, production info  

Within minutes the uncovered resource requirements disap-
pear because the orders now cover the requirements. In the 
event of scheduling conflicts, e.g., the customer’s delivery 
deadline is before the supplier’s delivery date, such conflict is 
visible immediately after order confirmation in Purchasing. “In 
this way, Purchasing and Production Planning can now detect 
and solve a conflict early,” Ell adds. “The APS scheduling board 
also continuously shows us which employee with what qualifi-
cations is involved with which operation.”

What CFO Lankhart sees as special is that the APS solution by 
Industrie Informatik has enabled very high coverage as spe-
cified in today’s MES standards. At Kronen, formation of the 
order network, order network scheduling and determination 
of material requirement deadlines are handled automatically 
by cronetwork, which makes the work of planners much ea-
sier. “In the past, a great deal depended on the person of the 
planner, on his personal commitment and knowledge. Today 
we have largely mapped the knowledge of our staff concer-
ning the interdependencies of individual assemblies of many 
machines onto the system.” This enables much easier substi-
tution of planners. 

Ell and Lankhart appreciate the intelligent linking of T&A with 
work center capacity. Before introduction of the MES solution, 
the T&A data were entered via PDC terminals. At the end of 
the month, these data were processed manually in Access and 
forwarded as a list to Payroll Accounting. There the data were 
entered manually. Adaptation of production capacity, e.g., in 
the event of leave taken by an employee, was done manu-
ally or not at all. Planning results in SAP were very imprecise. 
“Thanks to cronetwork, today all data are collected only once. 
Capacities and billing data are always updated automatically,” 
explains PP manager Ell. The quick and sure detection of ca-
pacity gaps as well as the quick and easy production planning 
leaves us more time for existentially relevant activities such as 
managing customer projects and the associated customizati-
on of standard machines. 
However, Kronen is looking farther into the future: They are 
currently considering extending the Industrie Informatik plan-
ning tool APS with planned orders and capacity blocker (sales 
orders with high probability) as well as the use of mobile MDC/
PDC devices. 

how KRonen benefItS fRoM cRonetwoRK 
::  transparency for management and departments 
 through network display 
:: less effort for ad hoc rescheduling
::  early detection of capacity and resource bottlenecks 
:: no dual data maintenance for T&A 
:: networked departments work with the same data set

On the one hand, the company required consistent transpa-
rency in purchasing, in production and in storage and mate-
rial management, along with reduced throughput times and 
increased delivery reliability. On the other hand, the company 
did not necessarily want to react to economy-related growth 
of up to 30 percent with a risky increase in personnel in PP and 
production management. In addition to reports that are easily 
created by key users, the functionality of T&A, and APS sche-
duling board, it was especially the integratability of cronetwork 
with the control system SAP that proved decisive for Kronen to 
choose Industrie Informatik. CFO Lankhart states: “We know 
of no competitor that has advanced the integration with SAP 
so well.” Accordingly it was the primary goal of the MES project 
to integrate the production planning solution APS in combina-
tion with plant data collection and time & attendance with the 
existing SAP system landscape. Here APS schedules the orders 
from SAP not only for available human and machine capaci-
ties: Already upon scheduling, the availability of the required 
materials from over 540 suppliers is checked. PP manager Ell 
notes: “Here we consider our in-house production and outside 
orders. Thus planning also covers inventory, external orders 
and in-house production.” Thus even on dynamic shifts in the 
schedule of production orders, Kronen always has an up-to-
date view of the feasibility of scheduling. 

oveRvIew of ReSouRceS coveRIng all oRdeRS 
CFO Lankhart regards the introduction of the MES solution its-
elf as a total success: “Due to the decomposition of the project 
into small work packages for modules T&A, PDC, APS and ma-
terial requirements lists, SAP could incrementally be replaced as 
the control system for production detailed planning. Now every 
three minutes SAP transfers production orders via an interface 
to cronetwork, where detailed planning and scheduling for indi-
vidual orders is handled in APS. Materials Purchasing then draws 
the binding deadlines from the MES based on the list of mis-
sing parts. PP manager Ell describes the benefits of cronetwork 
regarding scheduling conflicts and missing parts: “Production 
planning generates the production orders with parts lists and 
routings in the SAP system. These are transferred to cronetwork 
and lead to requisitions in Purchasing.” The actual orders are 
created in SAP and transferred to cronetwork via an interface. 
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additional information 
online at: 

www.kronen.eu
www.industrieinformatik.com
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graphic scheduling for your  
production: live, fast and flexible

Scheduling board

low feedback effort for  
a real-time view & traceability

Plant data

correct data & information  
automatically

Machine data

clear employee administration  
and flexible scheduling

time & attendance

analyses & evaluations with  
real-time information

business Intelligence

enter and evaluate data  
from any location

Mobile applications

Benefits for software  
owners and users

technology

cronetwork MeS: 
the data hub for the Smart factory

Industrie Informatik gmbh, austria
4020 linz :: wankmuellerhofstraße 58 
tel.: +43 732 6978-0 :: fax: +43 732 6978-12 :: e-mail: info@industrieinformatik.com 

Industrie Informatik deutschland gmbh, germany
40880 Ratingen bei duesseldorf :: Kaiserswerther Straße 115  
79359 Riegel am Kaiserstuhl :: großherzog-leopold-Platz 1/1 
tel.: +49 7642 4971-0 :: fax: +49 7642 4971-29 :: e-mail: info@industrieinformatik.com
 
Industrie Informatik (Shanghai ) co., ltd., PR china
201203 Shanghai, Pudong, 88 Keyuan Road, german centre of Industry and trade, 
unit 701-010, block 1, china (Shanghai) Pilot free trade Zone 
tel.: +86 21 2898 6790 :: fax: +86 21 2898 6010 :: e-mail: info@industrieinformatik.com

英杜睿信息技术（上海）有限公司
中国（上海）自由贸易试验区, 科苑路88号1分区701-010单元, 德国中心, 浦东
电话: +86 21 2898 6790 :: 传真: +86 21 2898 6010 :: e-mail: info@industrieinformatik.com


